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A mind-blowing new thriller from the NY Times bestselling author of WIRED

"Richards is a worthy successor to Michael Crichton." --SF Book.com

Omar Haddad is a brutal jihadist in Syria who appears to be invulnerable and capable of supernatural feats.
But is Haddad divine, as he claims? And what, exactly, is keeping him from unleashing the global
apocalypse he's so eager to bring about?

Brennan Craft, a quirky quantum physics genius, has the answers, and the US military is desperate to capture
him. But when Craft risks everything to recruit a Black Ops researcher named Alyssa Aronson, it becomes
clear he's playing a treacherous game of his own. Hunted by both the military and Haddad, Craft and Alyssa
race to find a way to keep the unstoppable jihadist in check. But there may not be any way. And Alyssa soon
fears that Craft is becoming an even bigger threat to the world than Omar Haddad . . .

Quantum Lens is a smart, roller-coaster-ride of a thriller crammed with intriguing concepts readers will be
contemplating long after they've read the last page.

"Richards is a tremendous new talent" (Stephen Coonts) who can "keep you turning the pages all night long"
(Douglas Preston)
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From reader reviews:

Charlene Martinez:

Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the title Quantum Lens suitable
to you? The actual book was written by renowned writer in this era. Typically the book untitled Quantum
Lensis one of several books which everyone read now. This kind of book was inspired a lot of people in the
world. When you read this book you will enter the new dimensions that you ever know prior to. The author
explained their plan in the simple way, so all of people can easily to recognise the core of this reserve. This
book will give you a wide range of information about this world now. To help you see the represented of the
world in this particular book.

Kimberly Foley:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book so.
There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a guide will give you a lot of new data. When
you read a guide you will get new information since book is one of many ways to share the information or
maybe their idea. Second, reading a book will make anyone more imaginative. When you looking at a book
especially fictional book the author will bring you to imagine the story how the figures do it anything. Third,
you can share your knowledge to other individuals. When you read this Quantum Lens, you may tells your
family, friends and soon about yours publication. Your knowledge can inspire average, make them reading a
reserve.

Patricia Meyer:

You can find this Quantum Lens by go to the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it could
possibly to be your solve difficulty if you get difficulties to your knowledge. Kinds of this book are various.
Not only by simply written or printed and also can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era like
now, you just looking by your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own
personal ways to get more information about your book. It is most important to arrange yourself to make
your knowledge are still revise. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.

Samantha Smith:

A lot of reserve has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by web on social media. You can
choose the most effective book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it.
It is referred to as of book Quantum Lens. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book,
it could add your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware
about book. It can bring you from one place to other place.
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